
How does human vision need to evolve?

Owls are optimized for aperture.  
 



Hammerheads evolved incredible pupillary distance 



Moose and Tru!e have very wide FOVs 



We are in the middle of a new experiment 
in human evolution. How might 
wearables change what we perceive?



These old prosthetics are the next platform 
for computing



Every large tech company 
is investing  in SuperSight  

 
Apple’s patent
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<WB visionspring shot>

We’ve distributed 3.5 million pairs 
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NORTH
 

Fashion-ish
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NORTH
 

+Messaging

+Navigation

+Uber ETA

+Spotify

+Flashcards

+Teleprompter

+Local points-of-interest
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+all-day battery
+fashion
+content
+gestures
+subtle haptics

+SLAM: simultaneous localization and mapping
+52 degree FOV
+85 grams
+freehand gestures

$600 at Verizon stores

More a!ordable



But not weather-proof…



More normal











How many would like to know 
everyone’s name? 
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Object Detection based on YOLO with darkflow, footage by Tellart
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iNaturalist
 

The first gift of SuperSight is naming
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iNaturalist
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Conversational sca!olding



Subtitles for the world…







How many would trust your 
mirror’s fashion advice? 
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Memory Mirror
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Memomi (acquired by Walmart) 
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Thank you, iPhone X



home as holodeck@davidrose
 

FIT me
<find your fit>

Warby Parker
 

AI 
Advisor
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Using AR to sell (non AR) glasses

BIG ROI FOR VTO







Will AR fundamentally 
change education? 
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ENLIGHTENED

What if kids never needed 
to go to school? 
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X-ray vision for anatomy 
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Low-tech AR:  
Rebuild the Roman ruins 
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Lumen, the first AR Flashlight 
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NOW WORKING WITH



© Lumen World 2022Lumen
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Social by default
Projection handles the social element, no extra 
technological lift to achieve this

Socially inclusive
Projection is a 1-many relationship, 1 device allows for 
anyone in the room to participate

Low barrier of entry
There is no need to put anything on your face, the 
flashlight form is more approachable and intuitive

Museum experience 

Classroom experience 

Lumen

An augmented reality 
flashlight designed for 
group experiences









ESRI

An XRAY of the city



An X-ray of the lake?







UNITY game engine supports smart phones and smart glasses





Can we make boating safer with AR?



AIS simulation



Testing… On Dog Cove in December & at the FLL boat show





Testing in the fogLearning from our investors







Introducing the Lookout Camera 



360˚ Surround FOV 





AR Camera



POIs Safe Tracks Dynamic Zoom

Clear Topography360 Dock viewAI Spotter



Now pursuing partnerships with boat-makers…







 
Why do American landscapes look like this?  
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Let’s get 50m Americans to invest $2,000 in 
their yards, and $100 billion in carbon capture 



We use scene segmentation to rebuild  
the existing conditions in 3D



HomeOutside algorithmic landscaping

Will this be perceived as beautiful by American homeowners?



BEFORE AFTER









“Let’s make a new National Park…of green neighborhoods”









SuperSight is expanding human perception

What do you need to see? 



DIMINISHED REALITY

How will you/they curate what you see?



BlackMirror
 

DIMINISHED REALITY

“after his divorce he could no longer see his 
children or photos of them”
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Warby Parker

Photomath

WayFair IKEA place

shARk

Music Scanner

Google Maps  >>>>

LuminDX

Reality Composer

Experiment



Thank you

@davidrose 

DLR@mit.edu 
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